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House E&E Comm.
June 10, 1987
Motion: REP. EACHUS moved to further amend by replacing July 31, 1989 with October 1, 1989.
VOTE: On a roll call vote, motion passed with REPRESENTATIVES ANDERSON, BARILLA, EACHUS, BILMAN, JOHNSON,
PARKINSON, PETERSON, SOWA, voting Aye. REPRESENTATIVE CEASE voted No.
Motion: REP. EACHUS moved adoption of the -18 amendments as amended to the minority report, SB 508 A.
210

REP. CEASE asked if Section 3 of the original SB 508 is part of the original motion. REP. EACHUS said it was.

VOTE: On a roll call vote, motion carried with REPRESENTATIVES ANDERSON, BARILLA, EACHUS, PETERSON, SOWA,
CEASE voting Aye. REPRESENTATIVES GILMAN, JOHNSON, PARKINSON voted No.
Motion: REP EACHUS moved to send SB 508 A as amended to the floor with a do pass recommendation.
242
REP. ANDERSON said he would oppose the motion and if the motion passes he would be filing a minority report
which he explained.
VOTE: On a roll call vote, motion passed with REPRESENTATIVES BARILLA, EACHUS, PETERSON, SOWA, CEASE voting Aye.
REPRESENTATIVES ANDERSON, GILMAN, JOHNSON, PARKINSON voted No.
260 REP. ANDERSON served notice of minority report.
264 REP. GILMAN served notice of minority report.
268 REP. PARKINSON served notice of possible minority report.
270 REP. EACHUS felt all were unanimous on the need for a study and hoped all minority reports and majority report
contain same study language.
280 REP. CEASE said we are looking at an in depth study of the waste stream.
295 REP. EACHUS hoped that relating clause could be returned to its original language back on the senate side so that
the bill could be clearly understandable.

310 REP. PETERSON hoped the study would include how many Styrofoam cups the legislature puts into the waste
stream.
REP. CEASE closed the work session on SB 508 and opened the public hearing on HB 3396.
Public Hearing HB 3396
334 Gail Achterman, governor’s office, was joined by Jim Ross, LCDC, Michael Houston, attorney general’s office, and Jim
Brown, state forester’s office who worked on this bill. Ms. Achterman said they believe they are presenting a significant
bill. Parties involved believed no action could be taken until the
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